
Los Angeles Is Looking Into Paving Its Roads 
with Recycled Plastic 
A pilot plastic street will be built downtown later this year 
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In just a few years, the people of Los Angeles, California could find themselves driving 
down streets made from their own plastic bags and bottles. Working with a local 
company, the city of Los Angeles has been testing a new way to make roads using 
recycled plastic. The first plastic street is being built downtown.    
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Plastic roads are made by changing recycled plastic into an oil that can be mixed in 
when paving the roads. This would cut down on carbon dioxide release, costs of making 
the roads, and time (the roads can be car-ready in 12 hours). Tests have also shown that 
plastic streets are at least six times stronger than regular streets.  
 
Using plastic in roads could also help solve L.A.’s recycling problem. City recycling 
plants have been battling with the number of things coming into the plants and with 
having no place to sell the recycled items. Three recycling centers in the city closed in 
2018. Today, most of L.A.’s recycled things end up in trash piles (called “landfills”) to be 
buried.      
 
Recycled plastic roads are starting to be made in many cities around the world. The 
practice is very common in India, where plastic has been used to fix streets for many 
years. In 2015, the Indian government made it the main way to build their city streets.    
 
There is, however, some concern with putting plastic back into the environment. 
Harmful chemicals from the plastic, for example, could soak into the soil. The city of Los 
Angeles has been researching this and as of now says that there are no issues with using 
the plastic to make roads in this way.  
 
If L.A.’s first plastic street is successful, the city will look into building their streets with 
recycled plastic in the future.    

 


